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STREAM

As I watched the fingers

of a stream

crawl silently from their source,

a small stream,

dragging a dead leaf,

or two,

winding downward,

as I watched,

my face reflected,

and drawn downstream.

I wondered

at the soft fluid motion

and how it is,

to have only one source,

one direction,

and a definite goal

.

My face was drawn by the stream,

as if it wanted

for me to join its

silent journey.

George Barnes 11



Fulton Street

People were fighting and dodging their way into the subway in an effort to beat the morning
traffic, Nedic's was already swarming and the smell of sausage and eggs began to make my stomach
growl. I boarded the train and as I glanced around, I noticed a drunk lying in his own vomit on
the floor of the car. I thought to help him, but I turned away and slid my duffle under my seat.

The doors of the fishmarket were open long before the city began to stir, and the odor of the
fish hit me as I stepped from the subway exit. I was excited and I ran down Fulton Street to get a

fast look at the docks and the boats. What a sight! Nothing had changed. I was home.

Brrrrrrummm-pup-pup-pup a diesel roared to life. I turned and down the dock I saw the tip of
the Muskegon sitting in low tide. She was much smaller than I had remembered, but she was every
bit as beautiful.

Gus was standing on deck and, as I swung down, he turned and his face dropped.

"When the hell did you get back?" he asked, as I shook his hand and embraced him.
"Day before yesterday, Gus; boy is it nice to see you again!"
"Well, are you out for good or when do you go back?"
"No, I just got back from Korea for thirty days. They're sending me to Germany to finish my tour,
so I should be out in a year or so. Listen, Gus, do you need a shacker?"
"No, Buster, But try talking to the skipper. Tell him you just got home and you want to pick up
a few bucks. Maybe he'll give you a site."

I slid down into the fo'c'sle. The skipper was having coffee and mumbled something in Norwegian
to the cook. After I talked to him for a few minutes, I found that things had changed." He couldn't
take me and doubted if any of the other boats could. Man, was I disappointed.

I said goodbye to Gus and struggled onto the dock. I heard a gentle thumping behind me and I

saw the Felicia swaying side to side, bumping and rolling. No one around. When I walked over,
an old man popped out of the galley.

"Good morning," I said. He just stared. "Is the skipper around?™
"He's having coffee below." That's all he said. Then sat on the dredge and ignored me.

I stayed on the dock and waited for the skipper to come up. When he did I was ready.

The sun was just starting to come up as the Felicia slowly pulled away for the dock. She cut
gently through the dark green water and as I watched her make way into the harbor, I saw the old man.

The clear morning light exposed every line on his face. He watched me for a while, then turned his
head down to spit into the river.

Jeffrey Lakson

********************

Just One Of Those Weekends

EEEEK! .Slam!

Friend: Hey, anybody home?

A soft, tired voice answered from the backroom:

Cook : Yeah , be right out

.

He came out looking like he just ran the Boston Marathon, backwards.



Friend: Say, you don't look so hot. You sick or ' sumpin?

Cook: Yeah! Sicka dis joint.

Friend: Sit down, relax. Now, just what da hell is wrong?

He grabbed his coffee with unsteady hands and ambled to the stool behind the counter. His
eyes were all puffed and dark from exhaustion. His hair was a mess and his clothes looked
like he slept in them.

Cook:

Friend:

Cook:

Friend:

Cook:

Friend:

Cook:

Cook:

Friend

:

Cook:

Friend:

Cook:

Friend:

Cook:

Friend:

Cook:

'Member da party, night 'fore last?

Yeah! Parts of it keep comin' back; why?

Well, it ended yestidy mornin', 'bout 8:30. Afta dat , I went right to work to get da
chow tagetta for 11 O'clock, when I open.

Ya, so?

So, by da time I opened, I managed to burn da sauce, drop a bucket a' meatballs on da floor
and broke da damn coke machine.

Cut it out! No shit?

Hey! Dat's nuttin. By eleven thirty, da blitze is on, see.

to da walls, a grill fulla chow, den it happens.
I got people backed up

Friend: What? What? What happens?

I cut my friggin finga wit da big knofe. Blood everywhere, all ova da chow, my clothes,
da floor and da walls. I hadda trow alia da chow away and close da joint fa bout an hour, till I

could stop da bleedin.

Wov.' Sounds like you had it rough dere fa awhile. Everytin go allright after that?

Are you shittin me? I finally opened da joint again. I'm only open five minutes, and
in comes dis mean lookin fat lady and her runty little boyfriend or husband or sumpin.
Her ass was so big, dat when she walked, she looked like two pigs fightin in a gunny sack.

When she sat down across from me, I felt da floor on my side raise a little. Her ass

spread across two stools. One for each cheeek. She ordered four meatballs in a bowl, a

salad, two extra orders of bread, tree eclairs and two large milks. Da little dude wit
her starts to order, but she cuts him off and says "We ain't got enough money dis time.

You can eat next time."' All ova sudden, da little squirt gets up and says "We ain't got
enough money." "Baby, I'm sick o dis shit. I ain't gonna hang around here and watchu chow
down again. No sooner after he blurts dat out she reels around, slaps him right across da
mout, sendin his false. teet flyin inta da sugar bowl. She looses her balance from da fast

motion and falls to da floor wit a mean crash. Den da runt grabs his teet outa da sugar
sugar bowl, and puts dem back in his mout. Den he dumps da four meatballs and da sauce and
salad and milk on dis fat lady, see. Den he walks out.

How cum da fat broad didn't get up and cream da shrimp?

She couldn't get up. Her arms and legs were movin, but dats it,

whale or sumpin.
She looked like a beached

Whatchu do?

I dragged her out ta da sidewalk and closed da joint up. Den I went across da street ta da
lounge and got shitfaced. I woke up in da back room a couple a hours ago.

You gonna work tonight?

No way. Toilets is workin tonight. I'm just gettin things goin for im. Riinnnggg. .Riinnngg.



Friend: I'll get it.

Cook: Hey, I'll be in da back room.

Friend: Hey, It's Toilets, he says he can't make it tonight.
(Cook comes out of the back room, grabs the phone and says,)

Cook: Bye Toilets. (He hangs up, turns the lights out and says,) Got any shit?

Friend: Yeah! I got some dyno Colombo.

Cook: Let's go celebrate my night off.

Brad Bowser

Behind The Door

The door seemed to be frozen into an impregnable barrier separating a friend from a friend, but
with a push from one side and a pull from the other it finally gave way for the sake of companionship.

As I entered the kitchen the warm air lunged at me, biting my ear lobes, and filling my nostrils
with the remnants of a roast beef supper that could not have been long finished. You took my coat,
as is proper, and we drifted, coffee, ideas conversation and all to a place on the living room rug.
The room was feather- soft, illuminated by but a single, large candle that caused shadows to form and
quiver on all the walls, as an unknown musician sent his sad song spiraling from an unseen stereo.

Conversation passed from mouth to car, mind to intelligence, and heart to soul as we solved all
our problems and half the worlds in only a couple of hours time. A feat no politician has been able
to do. Then we just sat quiet, drinking up the warmth of friendship.

It seemed that I had only arrived when it was time for me to go, so I prepared myself for the
battle against the winter snow, siad my farewell and started out on my track, but stopped, thinking
of something I wished I said, then shrugged it off and walked on instead.

Michael Masaitis

It's Too Late Now

Until it was too late I did not realize;
Until I was told I did not know;
Until I read the memoirs I never thought
That anyone could need me so.

She died alone, entombed in memories.
The day I left a clot within her heart.
I sent a wreath and shed a tear,
Remembered happy times and wished
That I'd been different.

Rosemary Edwards



Today I sat on a hill.

Today I sat on a hill.

Today I sat on a hill.

Today I sat on a hill.

Today I sat on a hill.

Today I sat on a hill

.

then
I

walked
down

again.
For I had gotten tired of sitting

on
that

hill.

Dick Eastman

****************************

To Erika

Brush, Stroke, Brush

Stroke, Stroke, Stroke

97, 98, 99, 100.

There, 100 brush strokes

Now its done.

"Is my hair soft daddy?"

"Yes, oh my, but it's soft."

"Good."

Brush, Stroke, Brush.

"I'll make it softer for you."

Brush, Brush, Brush.

Soon those brush strokes

Will be for someone else

But for now they are for

Me.

I love that sound,

Brush , Stroke , Brush

.

Dick Eastman



The Survivors

(a play in one act)

EXPLANATION

:

It is the end of the world, nearly the end anyway, there are still three survivors, myself and
two others whom I deemed worthy enough to appear in this play. The other two fortunates are, Lily
Thompson, a twentythree year old stripper from Boston, and John Wilson, a mad taxi cab driver from
Detroit.

SCENE 1:

SCENE: Outside the Music Hall in Boston, I have been waiting in line for three days to buy a ticket
to a rock concert, John's taxi has broken down, he is lost and is trying to hitch a ride back to Detroit,
and Lily is walking down the street looking for her purse she misplaced when the bomb went off. There
are dead bodies, smashed buildings and broken-down Chevy's and Ford's all around. We are the last
survivors

.

Lily enters STAGE LEFT searching for her purse, she runs into John CENTER STAGE who has entered
STAGE RIGHT hitch-hiking. I watch from just outside the ticket office. Both Lily and John fall to

the street.

Lily: Will you watch where you're going?!
John: What? Where? Could you give me a ride to Detroit?
Lily: (Getting up) Goddamn people! Hey! You seen a red-leather purse around?
John : Sure

.

Lily: Oh. Hey! How come you're not dead?
John: HaT I'm not dead!

Lily: What?
John: I was eating breakfast.
Lily: So were lotsa people.
John: There sure were!

Lily: (Pointing to me) Is that guy alive?
John: I dunno. Let's ask him.

Lily: No! He might be a mugger!
John: (Pointing to me) Are you alive?

.Me: Am I what?
John: Alive!
Me: I'm writing this play.
John: Oh. What's your name? (I shrug my shoulders; he turns to Lily) What's your name?
Lily: Lily, You?
John: I don't know.
Me: You're John Wilson, taxi cab driver; she's Lily Thompson, twenty-three year old stripper,

will you two quit wasting time?!
John: I drive for the Detroit Cab Company. I'm hungry.
Lily: Let"s get something to eat.

John: I 'm broke.
Lily: You want a smoke?
John: No. You got any?
Lily: Two packs.
John : I don ' t want any

.

Lily: (Turning to me) Want a smoke?
Me : Sure

.



Lily: (turning to John) he smokes! (To Me) What are you standin'
Me: To get into a rock concert, been here three days.
Lily: Why don't you walk right in?
Me: All the musicians are dead..
Lily: Then what are you standing there for?
Me: I want to get into a rock concert.
Lily: He's crazy!
John: Ha.' So am I!

Lily: Will you shut up?
John: Do you know where Detroit is?
Lily: Shut up! Do you wanna see my dance?
John: No. Let's go someplace.
Lily: Can't, no subway fare.

John: How about taking a taxi?
Lily: At this hour? Be serious.
John: How do you get to Tremont Street?
Lily: Take your first left.

John: Thanks. See ya.

(John exits STAGE RIGHT Lily exits STAGE LEFT)
Me: I could sure use a cigarette.

there for?

(CURTAIN)

George Barnes 11

Men From The Wagon

The men from the wagon
are eat in' in our camp;

My mother says they're rustlers
'cause their boots are damp.

The one by the horses
with the blood on his jeans

Shows a scar on his cheek
when he chews our beans.

The other two are talkin*
with ray father round the fire,

The tall one is a half-wit,
the short one is a liar.

But their guns are large and dirty
and their knives aren't far away,

I hope they feed their horses
I pray that they won't stay...

Ruth Thompson



Inspiration

It was raining as Joel pulled the van into the long driveway.
What a nice house. Joel pushed the stick into Park. The radio was playing a song he couldn't

turn off. He decided to finish the rest of his ham and cheese. He munched as the raindrops mixed
with the music.

Joel finally opened the door and stepped into a puddle. His sneakers were soaked. He lifted
a small electronic device from the van, then rendered the door shut with a kung-fu kick. The side
of the van read "Pendall's Piano and Organ."

As Joel ran toward the house, he met a woman with a bright pink raincoat coming out.

"Hi, the piano's in the recreation room on the main floor. I've got an errand to do, I should
be back in about half an hour. Lovely day, isn't it?"

"Yeah..." said Joel, as the pink raincoat disappeared into the garage.

Joel decided to take off his muddy sneakers and leave them inside, by the door. He walked
through the kitchen and down a hall in his wet socks, wearing his dripping poncho and carrying the elect-

ronic device at his side.

He found the piano and pulled it out so he could get at the back of it. He lifted a wooden panel
and exposed the metal strings.

He picked up the electronic device and set it down next to the piano. This device measured the
number of vibrations per second that the strings made. It was very helpful in tuning. Joel plugged
in into an outlet behind the piano.

There was another cord already plugged into the outlet. It led to a lamp on a small table just

to the right of the piano. The cord was badly frayed in the middle.

Joel took out a couple tools from his pocket and began adjusting the metal strings, with help from
the needle on his electronic meter. He had been given a chart, with all the piano notes and how many
vibrations per second each should have, but he never used it. He knew them all by memory.

Joel played organ for a living. Well, half a living. He was one-fourth of a small combo that
played almost every night at the Holiday. Inn. They played easy-listening dinner music.

Joel had wanted to become a brilliant pianist and composer. A true artist. But he just couldn't
stand the music conservatory that his guidance counselor and his grandmother had sent him to. He

couldn't compose there. It was too formal.

Actually, he hadn't composed much lately either. He was in a creative slump. That's what his

girlfriend Linda called it, anyway. Joel had known Linda since high school. At this moment, the

lady in the pink raincoat was driving right by the Dunkin' Donuts where Linda worked. Linda was

serving two State Policemen coffee and donuts.

Linda drove an unregistered and uninspected green VW. She smiled at the two State Policemen.

It took Joel eighteen minutes and eleven seconds to finish adjusting. He immediately went over

and turned on the TV. It was a color TV . There was a soap opera on. Joel changed the channel, to a

dog food commercial. He changed it again, to a talk show. Four men were discussing the possibility
that earth was visited by beings from distant planets in ancient times . But the discussion went round

and round in circles.

Joel knew better. He had done a high school term paper on the same subject. He had done much

research. The title of his term paper was: "A Planet of Aliens."

Joel was convinced that the dominating races of people on contemporary earth were descendants of

human-type beings who had stopped by, many centuries before, while on a cruise across the universe.



Especially white people. Joel was white, but he knew that his race did not iriginate on earth.
He knew that white people had no business being on earth. It was the mysterious ancestors' doing.

There was plenty of evidence, too, all around the world, left behind by the clumsy visitors.
Joel had listed all of the evidence in his term paper. His teacher had not really gone alond with
all of it, but he had given Joel an "AM for the research and the effort.

This same teacher was paralyzed in a car accident two months after Joel graduated..

Joel switched to another channel. It was an old movie, in black and white. There was corny back-
ground music. Joel stretched the cord attached to his electronic vibration-measurer, so it could reach
to the TV.

He put the device next to where the sound came out, and watched the number of vibrations per second
the corny music made.

An acotr appeared, and began talking. It was Marlon Brando, in an army uniform. Joel was fascinated
with the meter as Marlon Brando's voice ordered the needle back and forth.

Joel was amused by the fact that science had come so far, but knew so little. There were so many
mysteries that no one could explain. Joel was glad there were mysteries.

He turned off the TV and realized that the lady in the pink raincoat was going to be later then
expected. He brushed against the wall in the hall with his poncho, as he headed for the kitchen, His
socks were still damp.

Joel opened the refrigerator door. He had a craving for oleves, but he couldn't find any. He
took out a quart bottle of ginger ale, and found a large glass to pour it into. He filled hald the
glass. He opened up the freezer and peered in. Me pulled a pint of strawberry ice cream out, and
dropped a couple scoops into the ginger ale.

He was glad it was all natural ice cream and not the cheap kind his grandmother always bought.

Joel rinsed water over the ice-cream scoop, then put it back on the board where it had been
hanging. He looked for something to sprinkle on the exposed scoop of ice cream. He couldn't find what
he wanted. He settled for some Grape-Nuts.

Joel opened a drawer to get a spoon. He changed his mind. He slid his strawberry concoction into
the oven. He moved the selector to Broil and turned the temperature all the way up. He switched the
oven light on, and sat back to observe the act of creation.

Seven of the Grape-Nuts fertilized the ripe ice cream. Certain parts of the embryo soon became
distinguishable. The brain was clearly visible. Finally, the miraculous bubbling of the heart could
be detected. Life had begun.

Joel turned the temperature to warm. He procured two pot-holders and slowly opened the oven.

With a mother's tanderness. he lifted the newly-born out of the womb. He then very gently poured it

down the barbage disposal

.

After enjoying a piece of cheese, Joel returned to the piano. He decided to test it out. He
pushed it back against the wall. He pushed the exposed metal strings against the badly-frayed lamp

cord.

Joel's right hand began doing automatic exercises along the keyboard. Soon his left hand joined
in. The two hands made beautiful music together.

As he gazed out the large picture-window, Joel began getting definite bursts of inspiration. The

more he played, the more inspiration came to him.

His poncho started flying. His wrists whisked across the chromatic sound barriers. He was playing
fantastic music. He was playing notes and chords in ways he had never dreamed of. He was playing the

music of past and future worlds, of conscious and subconscious minds, of the very molecules and
chromosones of existende.



Joel realized, consciously or subconsciously, that it was his feet that were keeping him going.
Every time one of his feet cane in contact with one of the metal pedals, Joel received a new meaning
in life.

He played with these new insights for what seemed like hours, but what actually were minutes.
It got so that Joel was hitting a pedal every other second. Mysteries were being unveiled.

Until finally, he just couldn't take his feet off the floor.

Bill Humphreys

The Pots Boiling

I've sat for a pot of water
to boil up till it whistles,
steam billowing forth, from its spout.

shrill piercing whistle of its heat.

First the ear senses, then I taste
a fresh cup of tea and honey.
So the pot is boiling
on this autumn night
awaiting the singing
of heated water atop a flight
of billowing hot vapors
reaching the ceiling
to kiss a cobweb
or two, or three.

So, the pot is boiling
Such a simple melody
after a day of toiling,
brings scents of India
China and fragrance of jasmine
to alighten the thoughts
before dreams turn to pantomine,
and the bag to sot

.

V. G. ALLEN

Also Available in Chrome

Sometimes I think of her in a seemingly
never ending array of happy thoughts.

Other times I am afraid to mention her name

for fear of not being able to remember her at all.

Sometimes I love her with all the fervor one

can summon from the depths of the heart.

Other times I am afraid to love for fear that

I really do.

Dick Eastman
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Morose Maestro

Sometimes I feel so goddamned sad. I see too much of it, really. Fifty people a night all

shedding morsels of once normal lives.

I drive too fast. Today I was driving too fast again and a paperboy cowered against a guard rail.
I slowed right down (I COULD HAVE KILLED HIM). This life scares me. I've been brought up to trust no
one, no one trusts me. I'm scared to death when I marry, my wife will have affairs. I have a diff-
icult time falling in love because of it . I want to have affairs, I'm sorry, I probably will. I'm
scared she'll find out.

I', afraid of growing old. They say you go ;iecemeal. I believe them. First eyesight, then
hearing, speech, etc., like sugar through a wet funnel, slow but predictable. I've never exercised
my right as a citizen to vote, too overpowering. Besider I have it on good word that once you vote,
they send your name and address to seat-cover manufacturers and immediately your mailbox fills with
junk mail. A friend lost his mother that way; seems she was on her way to the mailbox in the dead of
winter when the cold apparently was too much shock for her feeble heart. to take. They had to pry four
pounds of junk brochures from her frozen fingers, all because of voting.

Actually I'm afraid of not being afraid, because if that happens, I'll never be able to write.

Call me a coward, you do and you'll spite yourself. We're no different, you and I. Other gener-
ations were as afraid as ours. I remember as a kid, waltzing precariously on a log, knowing that should
I fall on one side I had alligators to contend with, on the other, Japs. Time hasn't changed my
horrors

.

Given a second chance I doubt we'd change anything. Who'd be foolish enough to risk the thrill
of the big gambles. Gambles like knowing full well the consequences of your Volkswagen never start-
ing again. Like knowing someday you may be chosen the victim - the unsuspecting victim of a beserk
red light. God what fools they are who bet on sure things. I only bet sure things when I'm broke.
I 'm broke a lot.

Let's not get too heavy. Let's not let fear kill things for us. Let fear be kept at bay so we
may still find amusement in people who vomit in planes or faint before vacations. Let's keep above
it, side it down, squelch it so that maybe, just maybe, I wont feel so goddam sad.

B. Decot

East 122nd Street

Christine slapped my shirt sleeve, trying to push me across the street before the barrage of box
scooters came screaming past the corner. Zannie, stumbling behind us, tripped on the curb, spilling
his cherry ice over the hot sidewalk.

"Fat Zanniei Fat Zannie! Tripped and fell right on his fannie!"

Tears burned down his cheeks and his face glared at my sister's taunting.

We scurried down the sidewalk, Zannie lagging behind, and made way onto Third Avenue. Pausing
on the corner, we watched showers of sparks bursting from the welding torches on the old "L" train
line. The whole block was sectioned off as the wrecking crew clattered down the great steel girders.
Soot from the rafters sprinkled about our shoulders, so we ran to the next corner to find a place to

cross.

The playground next to P.S. 80 was like a furnace with melted bubble gum over the concrete court,
Zannie, just catching up, was wheezing for air as sweat rolled down his double-chinned neck.

We charged through the sweltering pavement, dodging between kids, old bike tires, broken glass,

and stickball games. Only when we came across my brother and his gang did we stop, careful not to

11



interrupt. They were standing by the cement wall in the corner of the court, talking, joking, playing
jacknife on a small patch of barren ground. Almost waiting for something to break loose. Maybe a
fight. Maybe a game. Something usually did.

Christine zipped off with Zannie to play with some girls and I sat next to the wall, watching my •

brother Butch. He looked like he came from an old "Boys town" movie in my fathers baggy "Goodwill pants'
He was big, graceful, and talked with his hands like a boxer.

Butch got up and started towards a slit in the fence with two other boys. One by one the others
followed. I started too, but he threw a rock at my feet... he never let me go.

Tap. . .Tap. , .Tap. . .
, Zannie was always on the end of the rope. He was too fat .to jump with the

other girls. Christine was jumping and singing with a girlfriend....

"Ice cream soda with a cherry on the top."
"Tell me the name of your sweetheart."

J. Lakson.

Of Frustration ( a self-criticism)

In an age of truth
well,
I am gagged.
To tell truth,
to tell truth until it hurts,
I cannot.
Which brings
a point,
why be honest
when it pains?
Many cowards
I have met

#

yet I am too
I wait,
and speak behind
their backs,
and kill them
where it least hurts.

George W. Barnes II

Impressions Of A Busstop

The bus stop
Stands

,

and standing,
Sits in wait for
Lonely travellors in the sunlight.

Lynne Deeds.
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Henry Miller as Godzilla
(fragment of work in progress, "Henry Miller and Himself")

A devotee of Whitman, Miller like him accepts utterly the chaotic forces in himself as well as
in the universe. He yearns for that anarchic world dominated by a being in whom beast and angel are
dynamically fused. The whole thrust of his work is to free the life force from the shackles of logic,
law, tabu. He seeks to allow the crumbling veneer of civilization to fall away so that the primitive
man may surface and regenerate life from the roots. (For the benefit of the neophyte, who is in the
vast majority, I might point out that Miller's books contain obscenity, marathon sex, orgies of food
and drink, dancing in the street, along with other anti-social behavior such as thought and passion
in excelsis .) The product of a being whose center is the heart is not always peaches and cream.
Sometimes there is a little hot mustard, now and then some pepper or other distasteful spice--just to
put a little hair on one's chest.

Miller's relationship with his friends was, on the whole, parasitic. To those for whom he felt a
spiritual kinship--to criminals, vandals, arsonists, children, cat burglars, lunatics, gangsters, traitors,
artists --he gave prodigally of himself without asking recompense.

In a less than extraordinary individual these eccentric traits would mark one as an outcast
a parish. But, as Miller tells us, it is precisely what his friends fancy to be his "heartlessness"
which endears him to them. They seek him out as an antidote to the poison which they accumulate
within themselves each time they stifle an instinctive urge-- knowing and fully expecting that
Miller will suck them dry. They are dying because they act out of a vague sense of duty, inspired
by false honor, false loyalty, false patriotism. It is worse than parasitic, because host and para-
site are one, because the parasite is only devouring itself.

With Miller the problem of life is always faced oh the primal level. No dishwashers, no TV sets,
no stereo components. Always and only the obsessive concern for food and shelter. When he has staked out
his lair, when he has laid a bit up for a rainy day, Miller the lynx goes on the prowl in search of
sexual provender. Sex and food, food and sex, sex and food flash through his brain, like a neon sign
installed within the cerebral cortex. Gratifying these basic human needs anchors Miller in the very heart
of his being. He is, as he never tires of pointing out, "all of a piece", true to himself. He
hasn't hired himself off to some taskmaster, hasn't squelched his better instincts to fulfill a role which
is too big for him, or not big enough. The flame which he never allows to flicker, even when there is

not an ember left throbbing in the hearth, is the unquenchable flame of the human spirit. Constantly
on the watch, his lynx-like eyes survey the landscape. Whatever does not belong to the soul is cut
off, alienated irretrievably, unless it can be of some use in procuring food or sex, sex and food,

food and sex.

What is erroneously referred to as his apathy and sloth is in reality a dynamism of the intellect.
It is like the sound which is left in the ears when everything is perfectly quiet. Of his vast appetite
and his frenzy are but the footprints of this concealed chaos. Henry Miller the man stands forth
as an invincibly healthy human being-- or, in the eyes of the world which he loathes, incurably healthy
(sic). He is the maker of a uniquely fashioned dictionary in which such common words as schizophrenia,
neurosis, psychosis, paranoia, fear and trambling are entirely absent. He is the type of man who, if

allowed to gain a foothold in some remote section of the world, say Tasmania or New Guinea, would
spawn a race of heings entirely free of psychologists, psychiatrists, psychoanalysts, chiropractors,
chiropodists, eye-ear-nose-and-throat men, gynecologists, rapists, dentists, hairstylists, manicurists,
pedicurists, TV repairmen, plumbers, cops, professors, popes, real estate men. He is the type of man
who, if given a voice in the affairs of the world, would soon force governments to go out of business.
What is construed as his "inhumanity"-- his abandonment of friends, his swindling of blind newsdealers,
his parasitism-- is the natural result of what happens when a normal human being hacks through the i-

maginary stone wall which the psychologists have named Weltschmertz and lets out a bloodcurdling yell.
The wall didn't ever exist because the world is actually actual and not ideal after all, action is

still possible in a paralyzed world, and it's "Say, buddy, I'm Hungry, what's for dinner?"

The entire corpus of Miller's work may be construed as a prolongation of this bloodcurdling scream

which issues into the insane world from an enclave named Henry Miller. An enclave, be it said, which the

insane world, in their insanity, fancy to be the travelling lunatic asylum in which Henry Miller rants

and raves. The enclave is the very hub of the wheel where he mistakenly placed Matisse while looking

in the mirror at himself. He sits placidly, Miller does, in the very hub of this wheel which is per-
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manently at rest, while along the periphery of the wheel continually aspin are expelled the effluvia
of a dying culture. While the wheel spins, faster and faster, all the TVs, MCs, XKEs , TKOs, THCs,
LSDs, PTAs, RKOs, MGMs, NBCs, BLTs , PHDs, ROTCs.. SLAs , VSOPs, CODs, UCLAs, SPORs , BS^Ts , L<

c,Ms , and J$Bs
to careening into space and begin caroming off the asteroids--like a game of pinball between Cass-
iopeia and Ursa Major. All the wars, riots, famines, electrocutions, blowouts, blackouts, brownouts,
shootouts, all the symposia, caesurae, cadenzas, all the copulae, corrigenda, errata, miscellanea,
moesta et errabunda, which the specks of dust on the wheel known as man repeat endlessly and
pathologically, only go to perpetuate this incessant busy-bee activity which is in reality just an ad-
vanced form of paralysis. The specks of dust, in their foolish speck-ness, foolishly believe all

these trivia are necessary to the revolution of the wheel but what is really necessary to the revolution
is for the wheel to stop altogether, to make like the hub in which Henry Miller is installed and in

which he sits like an Oriental sage with a tin foil mouth and slanted, heavy-lidded eyes.

At the very hub of the wheel where he has muscled in for all eternity, Henry Miller takes in
the scenery with his cosmological eye. The cosmological eye is a normal seer's eye, only afflicted
with gigantism. Nevertheless it functions perfectly. No motes, no cataracts, no retinitis pigmen-
tosa. All the rods and cones are lined up soldier-fashion, all the humors are perfectly humorous
and the optic nerve functions like a miniature, descending colon to deposit all the funneled-in
fecal matter which the world serves up into Henry Miller's clotted brainpan. There it undergoes a

complicated process of filtration and transformation. Under the intense pressure of his artistic sz

scrutiny all this dung is compacted into a tiny knot which eventually becomes a full-faceted gem.

It is a diamond, hardest substance known to man, harder than death and taxes, harder than the chief
of police on a windy day. Then it is assiduously wripped up in velvet cloth and handed over to the
local usurer, where it is-- at last!-- available to the public for a nominal fee in the form of
"Tropic of Cancer" "Tropic of Capricorn'" "Black Spring" and about twenty other suppressed works of art.

• Brian Daly

The Window

His five-year-old chestnut eyes gazed in wonder at the bright red fire engine in the shop window.
All around, the droves of bodies, laden with parcels and packages, scurried about strains of "We wish
you A Merry Christmas" drifted from doorways. Coloured Christmas lights flashed on green tinsel with
shiny glass balls. Harrassed,. worried mothers wondered whether they had remembered everything, and

guilty husbands searched for the all-forgiving gift.

He pressed his button-nose against the cold pane of glass to get a better lood at the marvellous
toy. He could almost hear its shiny brass bell ringing. If ever he had wanted anything, this was it!

"And what would you like for Christmas?"

He spun around and a robust ; red body with a small head and long, white, white cotton wool beard
stood before him.

"Tell me what you would like," the body implored.

"That," said the boy, pointing to the object of his attention.

'Never mind," said the man patting the boys head pitifully and giving him a big pink lollypop as he

left.

A crystal drop trickled down his dusky ckeek as he took a last, lingering look at a dream.

Rosemary Edwards
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Pumpkin Technology

A host of likable nightmares
Scrambling on a weathervane,

waiting for a grain of destiny
to scream

on the ground.

The stacks of corn seem to be meditating
on a portable field theory

while
72 Siamese cats

sit along the rows
and stare. . .

.

The clouds come down
and kiss the ground;

the lion-hearted are dreaming sentences
in outhouses;

the mailman brings word of a different world,
where duty lies on doornails,

So we gather all our fortunes
and throw them all away,

and the children watch what's left

get carried by the current
until it 's gone. . .

.

There's a long blonde in blue jeans unbuttoning her blouse
as the sun burns

down around her ankles;

as she turns
she stops the world cold;

just long enough
to plant

a million-dollar suggestion....

The top has been torn off
and the mouth has carved a cruel cmile,

but there are no eyes
and the nose can only bleed....

adrian crown
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The Golden Owl Ring

A little boy raised his hand and shook it vigorously.

"Yes, John," the Sister said, seeing that John's hand was the only one raised in the class.

"There are nine planets."

"That is right!"

A low whisper from a little boy across the aisle drew John's attention. "Mr. Know-it-all,"
he said sarcastically. John, not knowing whether to feel proud or to cry, decided to ignore him.

He wanted desperately to be accepted as a member of this new school, but the other children wouldn't
accept him. Wo, when the final bell rang, John sighed with relief because the day was finally over
and he could go home.

The next day was Saturday and John's morning was spent, like thousands of other children, watching
television. In the afternoon, he explored the shopping centers of the new city with his parents.
Dozens of gum machines were placed in strategic positions in front of the stores so that passing
children could not miss them, but only one really enticed John. It was a nickel machine with large
capsules that hinted at wonderful prizes like rubber snakes, or spiders or even army men. John took
his only nickel, inserted it into the slot, and turned the crank. A capsule dropped into his hand
with a clinking noise.

He opened the capsule and found a ring, a golden owl's head with red, jewel -like eyes. Im-

mediately the coincidence struck him, and he knew how he was going to impress the other second-
graders. John knew only -one way to make friends, let them laugh, then, when they had laughed
enough, he would be accepted as a friend. It seemed very simple to John, and with his new ring, his
whole outlook on second grade was changed. He was going to make friends and have a good time.

When Monday morning came around, John made all of his usual preparations for school and then
carefully put the ring on his finger, smiling as he did so. Mien he arrived at school, he ran up to
the whisperer and said,

"Do you remember when you called me Mr. !Cnow-it-all?"

"Yeah."

"Well look," and he pointed to his ring. "Do you get it?" he asked, "Owls are supposed to be

smart and you called me Mr. Know-it-all!!"

John was enjoying himself immensely until he realized that the other little boy wasn't even
smiling. He walked off quietly and sat down on the sidewalk until the bell rang. He smiled with
relief because the nuns were the only people who were nice to him.

It was during math class, the first period in the afternoon, that the class' resentment towards

John became apparent to the nun who was the teacher.

"Why didn't you play capture at lunch?'' she asked the class.

The whisperer, who seemed to be the bravest o^ the class, said, "He does dumb things and he

talks funny. This morning he showed me this dumb ol' owl ring.' 1

John was crushed. "His biggest effort to make friends had ended ini failure. The ring he thought

was so neat was actually dumb and worthless. He wondered why they were so mean to him and why they

wouldn't accept him.

That evening after school, he walked around the block in his tough little cowboy suit and met an-

other little boy with a tommy gun. They were both out for a battle; so they banged away at each

other until each was sure the other buy was dead. Then they began to talk about their toy cars.

Dwight, the little boy with the tommy gun, decided that he would be John's best friend. The fact

that there were no other little boys in the neighborhood made no difference.

Richard Girouard
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Pax Domestica

"Nebulous," he said, dropping the paper in his lap.

Reaching behind his glasses with little, white, hairy
claws, he rubbed his red eyes. "Yes, a thoroughly
nebulous problem!" He dragged the word along his
tongue. It nearly slithered down his little chin.

"Nebulous?" she spat, sounds like something boiling
over." Slapping doughy thighs through her floured
apron, throwing her head back, "Pea soup, that's what.
Blub blub-blub. Don't you think?" She poked her
dishevelled head at his face.

His eyes were closed behind his fingers and the glasses,
that danced with light as he rubbed. He sighed and
mumbled; looked at the paper, murmuring the words as

he read. They would not be real until he had heard himself
say them. So he incanted, unaware of the two unflinching
orbs mocking him.

She slapped again, advancing to the door, passing to the

kitchen in her white cloud. "Green or yellow?" she taunted
from her lair. "With or without meat? Eh, which will it

be?" she chortled, setting the lid on the pan.

She threw her apron on the kitchen stool, strode through the
door with a demonic grin. "Well, do you..." she stopped, mid-sentence,
mid-step. Seething and snorting like a horse she sat down hard.
Her lamps and husband vibrated softly. She glared at his head
lolling back on the chair. Glasses askew, mouth agaping,
only the finest hum drooled from his lips.

Ellen Spinney
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floodlands

miney deep 'e spelled to shore
and kindly sung a sing of war,
'twere far among the bite of. bay,
where green currents gan to prey.

from woods to fields to cattle plain
to ravage and for muzzen stain,
to make amboras scurth with fear,
and" full an emwith fill with tear.

tis dark and brute near peak embrace
where Meer has thrashed his wat'ry mace,
where all has ceased with holding breath,
and hightfold casts a coal of death.

the lowlands lie, each shrub and trunk
as if too much of booze they drunk,
and all the little smail and lick
are resting on the leaf and stick,
and sev with muddy fur and tail
are out by muddy brook and trail.

the sun won't come till morning light,
the floodlands will be chill tonight.

eric of westwood
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